
Capture The Flag – With Long Multiplication. 

 
Key Take-Aways:  

• Using creative multi -modal activities to teach and practice long-multiplication. 

• Solving 2-to-3-digit number problems while using both written and verbal 

communication and technology.  

• Learning numerical thinking strategies such as mental, written, and verbal estimation 

through visual stimulus, teamwork problem solving.  

 

Key Outcomes and Cross-KLAS:  

• MA3-1WM -describes and represents mathematical situations in a variety of ways 

using mathematical terminology and some conventions. 

• EN3-3A - uses an integrated range of skills, strategies, and knowledge to read, view 

and comprehend a wide range of texts in different media and technologies. 

 

Capture the flag instructions  

 

Step 1: Students or students at home can do this in mixed ability groups from 2-5 people 

either in person or online given restrictions.  

Step 2:  Students will be given a series of written or typed clues from teacher/ parent to 

solve to be able to find each location of each multiplication problem. For example; “When I 

am tried you will find me sleeping, charging up for all the information I wish to offer you” 

(Ipad or phone on charge).  



Step 3: After solving each clue it will lead the students to a different multi-model device, 

that has a long-multiplication problem they need to acurrately solve, encourging them to 

work as a group.     

E.g. 257 x 52 

(Students can use a variety of ways to work out the multiplication problem, encourge them 

to do talk-alouds, write it out on paper and even use online area models to help scafold and 

solve the problem: https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/area-model-

multiplication/latest/area-model-multiplication_en.html)  

Step 4: Students have to show the teacher/ parent the correct answer before they can be 

given the new clue. If they are stuck using promtpting and open ended questions such as: 

“remember to solve on section for the equation at a time, its like following a map” or “ what 

else do you think you could do the fix the answer?”  

Encourge them to keep trying with mistakes oocur and applaud them when they come up 

with new solutions.  

Step 5: If you are teaching this from home be creative get students to draw out their 

problems with chalk on the side walk or do a sing -a-loud of their times tables, encourge the 

whole family to get involved get their parents to hide clues all over the house. Use marbles 

or spaghetti as an abicus or to create a units column.  

Step 6: If some groups are moving faster than others you can provide them more questions 

or adjust the multiplications to 3-to-3 Digit numbers to challenge them more 

(differentiation).  

Step 7: When all questions have been successfully solved the team is then allowed to raise 

their flag (which you could get them to design themselves in an art class). This actvitiy is not 

a timed excerise. The finish line by raising the flag is desgined to recognise each group for 

complteing the task regadless of which place they came in. This actvity is meant to focus on 

the fun of the journey to get to the final flag raising.       

 

 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/area-model-multiplication/latest/area-model-multiplication_en.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/area-model-multiplication/latest/area-model-multiplication_en.html


Differentiation:  Utilising multi-modal strategies in person and via technology to solve long-

multiplication can help students who have different learning capabilities.  

Inclusion: Having mixed ability groupings allows for all students to support one another and 

help embrace each other skill sets not their difficulties. Be open to using verbal cues and 

questions for students with a visual impairment.  

Other resources: 

 https://www.coolmath4kids.com/manipulatives/base-ten-blocks 

https://wordwall.net/resource/15014030/estimation-in-multiplication 

https://au.splashlearn.com/maths-skills/year-5/multiplication/3-digit-x-2-digit 

https://www.coolmath4kids.com/manipulatives/base-ten-blocks
https://wordwall.net/resource/15014030/estimation-in-multiplication
https://au.splashlearn.com/maths-skills/year-5/multiplication/3-digit-x-2-digit

